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Google terminated the employment of James Damore, a software engineer, after he sent an internal memo 

to co-workers explicitly challenging some of the company’s diversity efforts. Some claims in the memo were 

particularly provocative, for example: 

 

• Google does not have as many female engineers because men have a higher drive for status 

• Google’s diversity programs – including seminars that teach young girls coding skills – are highly 

politicised 

• Google’s commitment to hire more women stands to make it less competitive, and the gender wage 

gap is a myth 

 

The memo also claimed that there are far higher rates of anxiety in women than men, and that this explains 

why there are lower numbers of women in high stress jobs. Mr. Dunroe based his memo on an article written 

by David Schmitt, a psychologist at Bradley University in Illinois and director of the International Sexuality 

Description Project; Shmidt has since contested the assumptions made by Dunroe in his memo, stating “It is 

unclear to me that this sex difference would play a role in success within the Google workplace… not being 

able to handle stresses of leadership in the workplace. That’s a huge stretch to me”.  

 

Mr. Dunroe twisted the scientific data in Schmidt’s article, written in 2008, to use as evidence for his own 

argument. Dunroe failed to make any scientific sense of Schmidt’s findings; for example, according to a 2017  
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Report by the Samaritans Organisation (the only organisation to collate suicide statistics for the UK, England, 

Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland) men in the UK are around three times more likely 

than women to commit suicide (five times higher in the Republic of Ireland). So, while data shows that women 

are reported to have higher rates of mental health disorders like depression, all this tells us is that they are 

far more likely to take action when they are depressed or anxious than men are.  

 

Ignoring the scientific validity of Dunroe’s claims, it is important to acknowledge that this memo was sexual 

harassment, which violates Googles code of conduct, and therefore they were right to terminate his 

employment. Google’s code of conduct states under section 5.2 ‘Support Each Other’, that ‘Googlers are 

expected to do their utmost to create a workplace culture that is free of harassment, intimidation, bias, and 

unlawful discrimination’; and furthermore under section 2 ‘Harassment, Discrimination and Bullying’, that 

‘Google prohibits discrimination, harassment and bullying in any form – verbal, physical, or visual, as 

discussed more fully in our Policy Against Discrimination, Harassment and Retaliation’. Sundar Pichai, CEO of 

Google, justified the dismissal by saying that Damore promoted “harmful gender stereotypes in our 

workplace”.  

 

What is shocking is that so many seem in disagreement with this dismissal; most of all perhaps The 

Economist, a well-respected and more forward-thinking publication than most, writes an interesting article 

which in part seems to agree with some of what Damore believes, and that Google “should not be suspected 

of limiting the debate of thorny subjects”. This memo, that makes the case that women are underrepresented 

in tech because of biological differences, does not present a ‘thorny subject’ - it is gender discrimination, and 

to rationalise or condone any of what Damore claims makes us, as a global society, seem like we are taking 

steps backwards instead of forwards. The claims made in the memo create an environment where women 

question their ability, which should never be the case. Sundar Pichai said “our co-workers shouldn’t have to 

worry that each time they open their mouths to speak in a meeting, they have to prove that they are not like 

the memo states, being ‘agreeable’ rather than ‘assertive,’ showing a ‘lower stress tolerance,’ or being 

‘neurotic.’” 

 

Many argue that Dunroe had the right to exercise his freedom of speech which would be a reasonable retort 

if freedom of speech did not conflict with a company’s code of conduct (which we know that it did in this 

instance), but more importantly, there is no First Amendment right to “free speech” in the workplace. So, 

employers are free to restrict employee speech, at least while they are at work, and especially if it instigates 

a hostile working environment and encourages the notion of gender superiority.  

 

Women’s ability and effectiveness in the workplace versus that of men should no longer be (and should never 

have been) a discussion point. Damore claims that he had written his memo in the hope of having an “honest 

discussion” about how the company had an intolerance for ideologies that do not fit into what he believed 

were its left-leaning biases; supporting the diversity and inclusion of women into roles where they are 

vastly under-represented is not left-leaning, it is forward-looking.  
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